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ABSTRACT
-
- 0

. _Examples of three models for individualizing
instruction of library sjtudents are presented, i.e., Diagnostic. .

Prescriptive Teaching-(DPT), Modularized Instruction, and Nonformal
Basic Program. The focus of DPT ie 'On general reference toolg and
subject reference works in science,and technology'. The model incltides

four behavioral objectives, a diagnostic,test used to determine
stUdents' areas of'weakness, adtivIties or piescriptions to be
.atsigned.to correct)'the weaknesges identified by diagnosis, and a .

criterion'teSt to'ensure.that objectives have been met. A %heck sheet
is inCluded to keep records of eaCh Student's irogress:. Modularized 11,

Instruction ig designed ;to introduce the student o pedical .,

terminology, inciuding,the origins of medical-vocabulary, often-used
prefikeg and suffixes, and principal medical abbreviations. For each'
st these three objective's a pretest, enabling activitkes,.and a ..

posttest areliven. The Nonformal Basic PrograM teaches conservation
of kibrary materials using an eclectic approach. The model comprises
-fou'r behavioral and three experience-related objectives: selection of
needed materiali,.teacherrmade and gtgdent-made assignments/ simple
form for recording...student proposal, follow-up actim,ities, and

,

procedures for the monitoring and se4-evaluation of the finished :
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THREE MODELS FOR INbIyiDUALIZING INSTRUCtIO'N'IN LIBRARY EDUCATION

- t

.

Individu ized instruction speaks to the-uniqueness of human beings

in % learning phere characterized by freedom and nesoonsibitity. It

is marked by such haeacteristicS as altprnative objectivvs,iself-pacing,

student,Centered approach, instructor Independent, adaptation to entry

skills, and competency based.
.

.
, .

Examples of th;.ee models -for individualizing library topics are %

presentea in the following pages. The first-Model, biagnohiE-Prescrip-

tive TeaChing (DPT) fdcuses on general reference tgols and subject refer-

ence tools in science and technology. After an extensive listing of

ben'avioral obje6tives, teachers test studen4,4 to "diagnoseartas of

weakness. Activities are assigned to correct tbe weaknesses identified;

.i liy diagnosis. The asSignments are called prescriptions.
,

/ A secondapproach is the ModularizedIns.truction model. Such

//

modules include introduction to the topic, objectfves, -pretest, enabling

'activities,-and past teit. The module'which follows- focuses on medidil

terminology.
..,

A third model of individualizatiori,is the Nonformal Ba'sic Program. .
Thil is an eclectic approach. After establishing behavioral and experi-

'ence-related objectives and selecting needed flaterials*, both teacher-made

and:student-made assignments -are deSigneil. Follow-up activties ace

identified. Proceduret for monitoring and evaluating the finislied product

are determined. 'The example chosen fon this model focuses on conservatiqn

of library materials.

pew
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(DIANOSTIC PRESCRIPTIVE TeACHING

'BY
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DIAGNOSTIC/PRESCRIPTIVE TEACHING (DPT)

Intended Learners,: Students preparing to be reference librarians

Specific Objegtivew

1. From a list.of choices, tdentify, without,error, seven types of
general refenence books which contatn needed inforthation and two%
kinds of reference books which tell the user where infprmation
can be found. (Diagnostic Test items 1,2.)

2. Given an array of reference booksf identify with 100% accuracy
those whteh are geheral and those which are specialized. (Diag-

.

nostic Test item-3.)

3: From'alist of subject reference tool choices in sgience and .

technology, identify, without error, those which are dictionaries,
encycloOdias, Nandbooks, Indexes and bibliographies. (Diagnostic
Test item 4,.,) -N

4. Given four specific reference questions, Utilize a variety of
librany reference tools to retrieve for your client the most
useful information on the.individual topics. (Diagnostic.Test
item 5.)

Diagnostic Test Items:

1. From the list of choices which follow, circle the number-to those !

choices which are general rdference sources tontaining needed in-
formation (ts opposed to, those telling where the.information can
be found):.

0 gazetteers encyclOedias

2., indexes 0 dictionaries

atlases 7. bibliographies

handbooks biograPhical dictionaries

@..) yearbooks

2. In the spaces provtded, name the two types of reference sources
which tell tIsle.User Where the information can.be found.

indexes

bibliograPhies .

3. Identify the following by writingNa G for General' and S for Sub3ect
- in the space preceding the 'referencework:

G Education IndeX

G Readers'.Guide to Periodictl Lherature
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Index Medicus

S AsDictionary of Zoology

G 'Webster's'Geolraphical Dictionary

S Condensed Computer Encyclopedia

Brewer's Dictionary of Phrase and Fable

S Applied.Science and Technology Index

4. 'Match the item on the left with the item on the right by writing'
its number in the correct space.

5.

bibl,iography 2 Technical Book Review 'Index .

r 2. index 4 The Encyclopedia of Chemistry

3. dictionarY
.

1 Science Werencc Sources

4. .encyclopedia- 5 Manual of Botany_
. .

54 handbook .3 Dictionary of Electronics

6. yearbook 7 McGriw Hill Modern Men of Science

7.. biographical dictionary ' 6 Annual Review of Information

Science and Technology

Circle the correct choice(s) for.the following applied problems*:

A. A biochemist requests infOrmation on the lives of two Russian,

physicists. Your immediate response is to direct him to the

Dictionary of Scientific-iBiography. However, upon further
questidning you note that he also needs reviews, jourhal arti-

cles and bibliographi8 to prepare a-lecture. At this point

you would direct him tq:i

(ID McGraw Hill Basic Bi1 bliography df Science and Technology.

DApplied Science andiTechnology Today
P

3. Index Medicus
- I

4: Technical 'Book Review Index

5. 'A yearbdok

B. klibrary patron presents himseif(herself) to the reference
librarian with.this request:

"1-heie to'write a:telmi paper on Some aspect of World War II,
but, I need to narrowtmy topic_ Is.there 6 book you could
suggest that would help one do this?"

1

Your best response if: .

1. "There's no booklivailable which will help you do this. -
Think of a specilfic topic and then come back."

S.
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0 "Perhaps encyclopedias like the Americana or Britannica
.will helif, They'll gilie you-a giFliFiT7517erview, back-

ground infortmation and bibliographical references."'

3. "Go to the subject card catalog and see what's available
under World War II."

4. "The'indexes are in SeciioJ. You may want to check

them."

C:. A library patron wants a good biblfegraphy of referenOes in
science and technology: She's interested in engineering,

geology, chemistry and physics. You would give her the

following:

1.* Bibliography of Bibliographies

2. Cumulative Book Index

3, Index Medicus

4. A Trade Bibliography

(E) Jenkins' Science Reference Source

D. A librarppatron presents with the following inquiry:.

"I have to do research on bown's Syndrome. I,need an .

authoritative definition and some currentarticles.
Please help me."

You would direct Pis patron to:

1: Men and Women in Science and a good encyclopedia

2. ,Yearbook of Cancer i'nd a-biographical dictionary

3. keaders' Guide and Webster's Third

Dorland's Medicel Oictionary.and Index Medicus

5.. Do'a Midline Search-

Prescriptions:

Objectives-1 en&2:

The word reference comes from
turn for aid OFTTITOTiaion. Thus

these purposes is a reference. A

information on a topic, a theme, an
or a word is a reference book.

he verb "refer", which means, to

ny person or thing referred to for
ok which is consulted for aid Or
event, ap5rson, a date, a placet).

The term reference bookOlas come to mead a specific kind of
publitation.whTEFFiiFleen planned and written ta be consulted for
iteMs of infOrmation, rather than read throughout: It contains facts

that have been'brought together from many sources.and organized for
quick and easy use, eitherin alizhabetical Or chronological arrange-
mint oe by the use of detailed indexes and numerous cross references.

7
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General reference books are thine which are broad in score, not

limited to any single subject, but useful fOr.all, or at least for

many, subject areas. *The kinds of general reference books, the pue-

poses they serve, and-examples of each kind are listed'below.

1., A dictionary provides information about words meaning,

derivation, spelling, pronunciatim, syllabication, usage, .

and current status.

a. Webster's Aeographical Dic,tionary
b.. Webster's Third International-

2. An encyclopedia is concer:ned With subjects. It gives an over-

view -of a topic, including definition, description, babkground

and bibliographical referencei.

a. -Encyclopedia AmeriCana
b. Encyclopedia Britannica

.

3. An index points'out where information,can be found. There

are,indexes tosarticles which Opear in periodicals and there
indexes to articles, essajes, poems, and otherltritings which

appear ih collected wbrks.

a. Education Index
b. Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature

4. A yearbook often called an annual, presents the-events of the
past year 'in brief,'concise form.

a. Annual Review of Information Science and Technology

b. Brjtannica.Book of the Year

5. 'A handbook, literally a small -book which can be held .conve-

niently in the hand,provides miscellaneous items of ,infor-

. !ration. It may also be called a miscellany, a manual,-a

companion, or a compendium.

a. Brewer's Dicttonary of Phrase and Fable

b. Famous First Facts

6. A blographical,dictionary is a collection of sketches of
varying lengths about the lives of individuals, arranged

alphabetically kilsurname.

i.' Who's Who
b. Dictionary of,American Biography

7. An atlas-is a volume of maps, plates, or charts, with or
Kithout explanatory text. ,

S. The Odyssey'World Atlas
b. Goode's World Atlas

,

8
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8. A gazetteer is a Nolume which phividetigeographical
'matio%and data about places. It does not define geogeapical

terms.

a. Columbia-Liplincott Gazetteen of the World
b. Webster's-Geographical Dictionary

9. AilAbliograiihy is a list of'books and other materials which
have some.relationship to each other; The materials listed
are described as to author,litTe, publisher, price, and

number of pages. .rn "some bibliographies the materialS ire

evaluated.

a.' Cumulative Book Index
b. Bibliography of Bibliographies.

Objectives 3 and 4:

Subject reference books are those in which the Material is devoted

to a specific subject area, such as literature; art, history, science,
technology, etc. In most subject fields, there are thd'same kinds of
reference fiooks as there are in the.general field.

Go to the Reference Department of the Science Library. Locate

the following subject references and become familiar with their organi-
zation,-arrangementi kinds of material included, scope, special aids
tb the'reader, and the"kinds of questions they will answer. The books

below are subjett references in science and technology.

I, dictionary

a. 'Dictionary of Electronics
N. b. Dorland's Medical Dictionary

6. . A Dictionary of Zoology

2. encyclopedia"

di Condensed Computer Encyclopedia
b. The Encyclopedia of Chemistry
c. 'Van Nostrand's Scientific EncyclopedIa

3. index

a. Ind& Medicus
b. Technical Book Review Index
c. Applied Science and Technology Index

yearbook

a. .:Yearbook of Cancer

b. Annual Review of Information Science and Tecnolbgy,

5. handbook

a. NandboOk of Physics
b. Manual of Botany



biographical.dictionary.

, a. Men and WoMen in Science
, b. McGraw-Hilt Modern Men of Science'

bibliography
. ,

a. Science Reference Sources
b. McGraw-Hill Basic Bibliography of Sciende and Technblogy

Objective ;.)

In choosing a,reference book.to answer'd giv':*rbquestion-most

conveniently end effectively,'it is necessary to understand the nature
of the .patron's question and to know the usefulness of the various
reference books in answering given questions. Use the following Y

schematic to guide your searching:

A

Question

Submitted

-->

Determine
Subject Field

Identify, Wordi or 'Phrases

that 'Carry Messagest

C

Examine Question
-for Clues

(Write questions and
underscore key words.)

E

Determine What Kind
of Answer is Required

(Try to figure out what the, (State this in,first

patron wants-use synonyms.)' person:. "I am-look-
. .

ing for data related
to: . . ."

Plan Sea dh
Step

Select the Type'

of Tool

Zero in on the
most useful

10 ,

Select a Sequence of
Speciftc Titles to

Search'



Criterlion TeseIteMsi
,

s.

The five questions from the Diagn6sticTest now become the Criterion

Test.Items. For.variety,,questiontc1.:-4 could be%rewrittep into .a simple

True/False.test; fill in'the blank, or another forinat%. Question 5 Would

remain as on the Dialnostic Test.

Management Details:. 1
..

..

The,following Checksheet is used to keep record of each student's ,

.progress:. (Check (V) when .completed.)

Name of StuVent Phone*Number

Objective I

2

3

4

Diagnostic- Test Item '1

DATE REACHED

' 2

3,

4

5a

5b

5c

5d

DATE REACHED

Criterion Test Item I

:2

3

4 .

5a

54

5c ,

5d .

COMMENTS

COMMENTS

'A conferencing schedule is set up weekly to meet with eaa 'student.

Goals: Review work-use checklist in talk Ott; student'

Appraise Knowledge and Retention
.

Evaluate Progess ,

General Observations:
.



'Reference Source

Gates, Jean Key; Guide to the Use of Books and Libraries, 'WM'

. Edition, New York: McGraw-NM Book Company, 1274.

41.
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Introduction:

A

A
60

ThAprotpective medical librarian needs the wisdom of Solomon. Essential*

to an understanding of the medical literature is a solidjamiliarization
with medical terminology.0 This module is desidned to introduce the student

O.f. cl.to the brig ns o r me nal vocabulary, often-used prefixes and suffixes
and principal medical abbreuiations.

Prerequisites: 4
4 ,

Prerequisite to this mgdule is an introduction o the field.of medicine.
The peospective medical librarian should be:able to discuss the organization
oft medical practice and explain the roles of various personnel in the heilth
care environment. In aldition, the student should Understand the'reference
process.

Objectives:

1. Given information as.stated in a medical dictionary, the prospective
medical librarian should.be-able to identify the origins of our medical

A Nocabulary as judged by-a majority of librarian peers.

2. Given a list of often-used prefixes and suffiies, the prospective
Medical libririam should be able to identify their meanings with
100% accuracy.

3. Given a listing of principal medical abbrleviations, the prospective
medical librarian should be able to write the definitions without
error.

141'
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1.

PRE TEST: Objective 1

ORIGAS OFMEDICAL VOCABULARY

'Dtrections: Circle T for True and F foi False. .

T or F 1. At least fifty per cent.of the general English vocabulary

is of Greek and Latin derivation, and it is a conservative :

estimate that as much of.)75% of the scientific element is

of such origin:

T or F 2. The Latin alphabet as we use it is derived, with slighl

modifications, from the 6reek alphabet.

"Tor f 3. The Greek.alphabet.is almost cOmpletely phonetic.

T or F 4,. Many Greek words have come into English through Latin,

in which they have undergone:some change, or through a
second intermediary language,'suchls French, with still

further cHange. Such evolution expTains many of the

apparent peculiarities of ,Greek'words in English.

T or F 5. Most derivatives are composed not of single Greek words

but of a combination of two or more words or word elements,

T or F 6. A high.percentage of medical ter:ms is of Latin origin, but

a 'good proportion of this element, being in'the form of

anatomical nomenclature, is original Latin and not - k

derivative.

T or F 7. The Latin aiphabet is a modification of the Greek whicii

has. been adopted for English with the addition of the

characters J, U, and Wwhich were developed during the

Middle Ages. Ttie ease with which the Romans adapted the

Greek alphabet is vvidence of the close relationship of

the two languages.

T or F 8. Thevery size of curi'ent medical.dictionaries is evidence of

, the massive proportions which the medical, scientific, and

technical vocabulary has attained within the English langDage.

for F B. Alpha, beta, 'gamma, delta, ePsilon are'Greek names.

T or F 10. From the French we have adopted a number of.medical terms'

unchanged or slightly modified,,e.g., ballottement, bougie;

malaise, pla.que, poison, rale, tampon, tour'niquet,'venomr

cul de sac, grand: mal, petit mal, and others.

Legend: All are True'



ENABIING ACTIVITIES .

ObjectiO 1: ORIGINS OF MEDICALVOCABULOY

1. Read the appropriate introductory pages on medical etymology in Dorland's
Lllustrated Medical Dictionary, Twenty-fifth Edition or in Stedman s
Medical Dictionary.

2. Read the sections on "Etymology," "Dictionary," and "Linguistics," An
Encyclopaedia Britannica. Discuss them with your peers.

3. Listen'torthe audiocassette iecture entitled "Fundamentals of Medical
Etymology:" (Secure a copy of theaudiocassette from Your teacher.1

4. Plan a practice.of your own. ,



z

Post test: Objective 1:

ORIGINS OF MEDICAL VOCABULARY

The.post tesi,for Objectivel is the 4me as the pre test. . For variety,

however, questions.9 and 10.can berthe false statements.

T ort9 T. Alpha; beta, gamma, delta; epsiTon are Latin,names.

T or(F) O. FroOhe Latln we have adopted A number of medical terms
unchanged or slightly modified, e.g., ballottemeut, bougie,
malaise, plaque, poison, rale, tampon, tourniquet, venom,
cul de sac, grand mal, petit mal, and others.

17
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PRE TEST: Objective 2'

MEDICAL PREFIXES AND SUFFRES

Directions: On the line to the lefX of each term in Column A, write the

letter of the statement in'Colamn B that matches the term..

Column'A Column B

I. onco

91_1_ 2. vaio

a 3. gastro

f 4. myo

s 5. cephalo

Jab 6. rhino

z 7. labio

x 8. cardio.

ef 9. 'pnemo

.1_10. procto,

_2_11. gluco

adeno

w 13. acov.

b 14. phlebo

c 15. adipo

d.16. -cyte

k 17. -dynie"

18. -oma

19. -otomy

e 20. -ectOmy

h -phrenia

i -scopy

_1_23. -kinesis

u 24, -rhea

t 25. -plegia

cd 26. -itis

l 27. -pathy,

u 28. -oscOpy

n 29. -scope

o 30. -cide

a. pertalningto the stone

b. denoting vein

c. relating to fat., fatty

d. a cell'

e. surgical removal

f. pertaining to muscle

g. denoting glucoie

h. mental' dlsorder

i. ieeing'or examining

j. motion

k. pain

1. disease of

m. visual exam

n. instrument.fdr visual exam

o. causing death

p. pertaining"toAumor

q. relating to a gland

r. tumorLlike nodule or swelling

s. related to the Mead

t. a stroke

u. indicates (*charge

v: incision into

w. relating to hearing

x. related to the heart

y. pertaining to the anus or-rectum

z. pertaining to the lips

ab. pertaining to the nose

cd. inflammation of'

ef. air, lung

, gh. denoting blood vessels

1 s

Ns.



'ENABLING AcTIVITIES

.6 ective.2: MEDiCALTREFIXES AND.SUFFIXES

c.

;

1. Read the appropriateAntroductbi.y piges on prifixet/and,suffixes in
Dorland's ITlustrated-Medical Dictionary, Twenty,fifth Edition or a

'similar dictionary.

*
2. Make a sei of flash c.rds using the most common medical prefixes and

suffixes. Try them with a fellow Classmate.

3. Develop a game using medical prefixes and suffixegas content. Plays

"the game with fellow classmates. Arrange for class timi.

4. Plan a-practice of your:own. .

1 9
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Post Test: Objective 2

MEDICAL PREFIXES AND SUFFIXES

Directions, ; Write the definitions to the following prefixes and suffixes.

1. -cyte' -i.cell .
.

,

2. -dynia pain ,

3. -oma tumor-like nodule or swelling

4.
.

-otomy incision'into

5. -ectomy surgical removal

5. -phrenia . mental disorder' ,
_

7. -scOpy
,

seeing or examining
. ,

)
8. -rhea indicates.discharge

9. -piegia a stroke
I

10. .Litis 'inflammation of s

11: onco pertaiming to tumOr

12. gastro .pertaining to the stomach
1 ---

13. myo pertaining to muscle

14. CephalR relatedto the head
,

15. rhino pertaining to the nose

16. .lahrid,a pertaining to the lips
.

17. cardio. relatedto the heart

1. pnemo air., lung'.
,

19. procto _Pertaining to the anus or rectum

20. phlebo denctin vein

20

,



PRE TEST: Objective° 3

MEDICAL ABBREVIATIONS

Di rections-: Writeth-eTEngltshdefinitions to- each -of the* fol I owing

abbreviations.

1. AQ water

. 2. BUN blood urea nitrogen

3. C. gallon

4. ca about .

5. ECG. el ectrocardiogram

6. emp. a pl aster
4

7. CV cardiovascul ar

8. /d per .day

9. 0 . D. rioht eye

10. os . mouth

11. pH. hydrogen in concentration

12. BP blood pressure

13 .. r with

14. T. temperature

15. p.r. through the rectum

16. stat. immediatel

17. x multiplièd by

18. noct, night .

fa. q.,f.d. four times a day

20. el ix. el ixir

21: CIiI. centimeter

22. EEG el ectroenceohal ogram

23. MED minimum effective dose

24. ENT ears . nose. throat

25. comp. commund

21 4
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ENABLING ACTIVITIES

Objective 3: MEDICAL A8BREVIATIONS

1. Study the 'contents. of one.of the, followkg (:)Lirces:

Edwin B. Steen, Ph.D.'s Diction4 of-Abbreviation's
in Medicine and the Related Sciences. Philadelphia:

F.A. DavisCompany, 1960.

or

Solomon ,Garb,- Eq eanor Krakauer and Carson Justice's

Abbreviations and Acronyms in Medicine and Nursing.

New York: Springer Publishing Company, 1976:

2.

.1

Devise a crossword puzzle using the principal: medical abbreviatrons

and their English definitions. .

3. Plan a practice Your own.

,0



Post Test: Objective,3'

MEDICAL ABBREVIATIONS

airections:--Match-the-ttems-74n-Column-A-wtth-the

Column A,

10 a.
.

1. AQ
,

2. /d 9 b.

3. p.r. 17 c.

4. C. 13d.

5. 11.i.d 12 e.

6. ECG 8 f.

7. BP 11 g.

8. 1 h.

9. BUN 14 i,

10. 0.D. 20 j.

rt 11. as. 15 k.

12. stat. 6 1.

13. emp. 18 m.

14, 1EG 5 n.

15. -cy 4 o,

16. ENT 7 p.

17. noct. 3 CI.

18. T. 1-9 r.

19. cm. 16s.

20. elix. 2 t.

Column B

right eye

blood:urea nitrogen

night

a plaster

immediately

with :

mouth

water

electroencephalogram

elixir

cardiovascular,

electrocardiogram

temPerature

fpur times a day

gallon

blood pressure

through the rectum,

centimeter

gars, nose, throat

ppr day

r
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TOPIC AREA:. Conservation of Library Materials

(Behaviorag

1. .From a list of resources, Identify 'the major comOonents in the

preservation-of-1i brary-mater-ia-l-s--asjudged-bythe-ma-jority-of
medical. librarians. (Ass-Onments 1-5)

2. In response to a.request, the prospective. medical librarian .will

generate a book binding policy for-a small medical library, flow-

chart the components; and visually display: theN On an overhead

transparehcy for ,a class discussion. (Assignment 6)

. Given a copy of the Restaurator, the international journal for the

preservation of library and archival material, the prospective
medical librarian will read two articles of-choice and orally report
the findings to the class. (Assignment 7)

Following a guest speaker's lecture presentation on enemies of .books,
the prospectivdOpedical librarian 011 summarize the impqrtant ele-

ments of the lecture by writing a two.page4report. (To be judged

acceptable, the 'report should' highlight the following enemies of.

books: heat, light, humidity,,Anold, insects, fire and water,
deterioration of .paper, and atmospheric pollution.) (Assignment 8)

ObjeCtives '(Experience)

.1. Following an interview with a medical librarian on.book mending

policies, the Prospective medical librarian will demonstrate
commitment lo a book, repair program as judged by the majority
of -his/her librarian peers. (Valuing experience). (Assignment 9)

2. Given information as sated in the medical library media, ihe

prospective medical librarian will show concern-for the cbnser-

vation function. (Valuing experienv) :(Assignment.10)

3. Given your knowledge of ihe conservation process, discuss your.

personal reactions to this important phase of technical prOcessing.

(Assignment 11)

Materials 'Needed to Accomplish Objectives:

/-

1. print maieriaii (recommended books and journals on contervatiOn of

Material's)

2. audiocassette and tape recorder (cassette,type)

3. filmstrip .arid filnittrip projector

olerhead transparendy and overhead projector

,
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Assignments (Teacher made)

1. Listen to audio. fecture entitled "Conseevation of Library Materials.

(Secure copy from teactier.)

Read Helen Crawford's "Preserl'Yation of Library Materials" (Chapter

4, Part 3) in Gertrude L. An an, Jacqueline W. Felter'S, et. al.,

Handbook.of Medical Library Practice, Third Edition.- (CtiTEago:

Ridical Library Assotiation, 1270.)

3. Read George D.M. tunha's Conservation of Library Materials: A

Manual and Bibliography on the Care; Repair andRestoration of

-library Materials. (Metucbeh,-N.J.: Scarecrow Press, 1967, 405,p,

txtensive.bibliography).

4. Secure a copy of the filmstrip entitled "Cleaning and Preserving

Bindingt-and.Related Materials' froMyour.teacher. vVjew it. OiscUss

your impressions with fellow classmates.

5. Read W.J. Barrow's Manuscripts and'Documents, Their Deterioration

and Restoration; (Charlottesville, VA: University of Virginia PressL

1955.,.86 p.)

6. You have jusf been hired as chief medical librarian,of a newly:,

organized hospital. Among the many policies you must establish is

a book binding policy. Generate a book binding pgltcy. Flowchart

.the essential components. Use an overhead transparency to discuss

your results with your classmates.

7. Skim an entire volume of articles in the Restaurator, the interna-

tional journal for the preservation of library and archival material.

Select abd reAd'two articles of choice. Orally report'your ffndings

'to the class.

8. Listen to the lecture presentation on the tritditional enemies of

boOks. Summarize your obserliations,in a two page report.

9. Interview a medical librarian bf your choice to discuss book mending

pol14jes, (Mending embraces all repairs short of rebibding, ranging

from mending a tear in a single sheet through reinforcing, repairing,

restoring, and eecasting.) Discuss the reaSons why-you feel a book

.mebding policy is vital to the conservation of library materials.\_....\,4

10. Engage your classmates in a panel discussion on the cönseryation

functions of medical library materials. How are your yiews similar?

Different?

11. After you'complete this program, discuss ybur personal reactions to

it with your teacher durfng conference time.
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Assignmehts (Student-made)

1. P)an an input of ybur own focusing on the conservation of medical

library materials.

,Plan a practice of your own focusing on th/ conservation of medical

library materTils.
?

NAME

EXHIBIT A FOR RECORDING STUDENT POPOSAL

STARtING DATE
ENDING DATE

.WRITE YOUR OWN INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE:

3

INPUT .
FTEMPTED. COMPLETED .

PRACTICE

ASSESSMENT

At the completion of this objective
will be able to:

4

-Appioval Approval

Student Signature Teacher tignature
\

Attach Aiseswent Papers and Submit to Teacher When Completed.
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EXHIBIT B FOR RECORDING STUDENT PROPOSAL

'NAME
TOPIC: ,CONSERVING MEDICAL LIBRARY.MATERIALS

My plans for the week beginning

ACTIVITi EXPECTED COMPLETION DATE

are as follows:

ASSESSMENT

I plan to use:

overhead

filmstrip

slide

(V)

16mm motion picture

.8mm motion picture

Video- tape'

record

audib tape

Programmed instruction materials

computer assisted instruction program

book

journal

field trip

1ectur6

discussion

interview

medical library

flow ohart

other (name)

28
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Monttoring Student Assignments:

A file folder for each student is prepared. Records and examples of

work-are included-.

The follbwing record is used to monitor student progress of objectives..

In addition, conference time is built into the class time so that students

can discuss pro,gress, withAheir teacher.

IHECKLIST FOR*MONITORING STUDENT PROGRESS

N.-

' Name df Studint.

T6ptt:4'conservition of Medfcal Library Materials

S,tudent listene&to audio lecture entitled

"Conservation of Litirary Materials."

Student r'ead

Oandbook.

Student read

Chiptir 4, Zart 3 in'

Ciiiha's text.

Student read BatIrdw's text.
-

Student Oeweeitiscussed filmstrip
entitled "Cleaning and PreserVing.
.Bindings and Related Materials."

Student-flowcharted components of book

-7". binding pdlicy an& discussed them.

Student read2 articles from Restaurator
and reported ffndings orally.

Student summarized lecture on book'
enemies in a'2 page:report.

Student.interviewed midicalllibrarfan
to discuss bookHmending policies.

Student:participated in.panel discussion

. on conservation functions.

Student planned input'focusing on conser-

vation of/medical library materials.

. Student planned practice focusing on
conservation of medical library materials.

29
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follow:2p Activities*

1. The followag topical outline will guide the prospective medical

librarian in identifying the major components in the preservation

of medical library materials.

I. Preiervation of LibrarY Materials

A. Organization and Routines

'e
I. Scheduling of Binding

2. Medical library's binding policy

3.. Procedures for binding

B. Prepiration for Use

C. Rebinding

D. Mdnding

E. Shelving

F.l Enemies of Books

1. Librarians as enemies of books

2. 'Heat, light, humidity

3. Mold

4. ,Insects
1)

5.
,

Fire and wafer

6. Deterioration of paper

7. Atmospheric conditions

'""i

2. The followin, questions cpn guide the oral'and written reports:

- Give a summary of the.basic ideas You encountered.

- State the Tlew ideas you encountered.

- State the points with which yOu agree or disagree. Why?

- State the practical value of this assignment to you in your

particular.job situation.

3.. A crossword puzile can,be developed on the enemies of books.

4. Compare and contrast the binding policies Of two medical libraries of.

your choice. How are they alike? Pifferent? How does the book bindiRg

policyin a hospital library differ from the binding policy in a univer-..

sity-based medical library?

ii
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i. Complete the statements in the incomplete sentence blank:

1. Oreservation 'of 1 ibrary materials involves

2. A library's respect for its own collection
4.1

3. The binding dperation

4. The supervision ofa.hew library binding department

5. The scheduling of binding

6. To care for collections today

7. Going into a library book drop

8. Repetitive photo copying from the same volume

9. Coritervation of library materials makes me

10. A library repair program

6. The following acttvities can be used t fulfill the experienCe

objectives: \\\\.

a., discussion with peers, teacher.-

b. field trip to Preservation Department of medical library

c. work experience with .midical librarian responsible for conservation

process

d. written letter -to medical.librarian requesting copy of Hbrary'i

preservation pol icy

e.. plan a practice of your own.



Procedures for Monitorin Learners:

Each class period will have conference time built into tt. students

will discuss the results of their progress with the instructor.

In addition to the "Checklist for Monitoring Student Progress," an
individual conference record is.kept on each student. .

Name.

CONFERENCE RECORD

Date Coments and' Notes

Procedures for Monitoring Student Achievement:

Students complete the objectives. A variety of teacher-made and

student-made assignments' are noted. When the student completes Ihe work -

as judged by the the instructor - his/her work is filed and he/she can

proceed to the next learning episode.



Self Alipraisal:,

1. One on one interaction with instructor'during conference time.

2. Responig to the following WORK PROGRAS REPORT.

WORKTROGRESS EPORT

Name:

Neither Satisfied

Very Fairly nor - Somewhat - Very

Satisfied Satisfied Dissatisfied Dissatisfied -Dissatisfied

I knew what I was

supposed to do.

Iunderstood the
objectives.

The assignments
were clearly
written;

Conferencing time
was-well-spent.

How:do.I feet,about
the quality of my
work? ,

3. Write a one page commentar,9 on your personal re ctions to the

preservation of medical library materials.

4. For those activities which 4nvolved discussion.with classmates:

The best aspect of this discussion was

The thing tliat hadthe least impact on Me was

If I could do it over again, I would

33.
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